


KJV Bible Word Studies for EQUALITY



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

2471 + and equal + But by an equality + that there may be equality +/ . isotes {ee-sot'-ace}; likeness (in 
condition or proportion); by implication, equity: --equal(-ity) . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

2 - equality 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

equality 2471 isotes * {equality} , {2471 isotes } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* equality , 2471 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

equality - 2471 equal, {equality},
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English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

equality , 2CO_08_14 , 2CO_08_14,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

equality 2Co_08_14 # But by an equality, [that] now at this time your abundance [may be a supply] for 
their want, that their abundance also may be [a supply] for your want: that there may be equality:

equality 2Co_08_14 # But by an equality, [that] now at this time your abundance [may be a supply] for 
their want, that their abundance also may be [a supply] for your want: that there may be equality:



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

equality that now 2Co_08_14 # But by an equality, [that] now at this time your abundance [may be a 
supply] for their want, that their abundance also may be [a supply] for your want: that there may be 
equality:

equality 2Co_08_14 # But by an equality, [that] now at this time your abundance [may be a supply] for 
their want, that their abundance also may be [a supply] for your want: that there may be equality:



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

equality ^ 2Co_08_14 / equality /^ 

equality ^ 2Co_08_14 / equality /^that] now at this time your abundance [may be a supply] for their want, 
that their abundance also may be [a supply] for your want: that there may be equality: 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

equality ......... But by an equality 2471 -isotes-> 

equality ......... that there may be equality 2471 -isotes-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

equality 2Co_08_14 But by an equality, [that] now at this time your abundance [may be a supply] for their 
want, that their abundance also may be [a supply] for your want: that there may be {equality}: 

equality 2Co_08_14 But by an {equality}, [that] now at this time your abundance [may be a supply] for 
their want, that their abundance also may be [a supply] for your want: that there may be equality: 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

equality ^ 2Co_08_14 But <0235> by <1537> an equality <2471>, that now <3568> at <1722> this time 
<2540> your <5216> abundance <4051> may be a supply for <1519> their <1565> want <5303>, that 
<2443> their <1565> abundance <4051> also <2532> may be <1096> (5638) a supply for <1519> your 
<5216> want <5303>: that <3704> there may be <1096> (5638) {equality} <2471>: 

equality ^ 2Co_08_14 But <0235> by <1537> an {equality} <2471>, that now <3568> at <1722> this time 
<2540> your <5216> abundance <4051> may be a supply for <1519> their <1565> want <5303>, that 
<2443> their <1565> abundance <4051> also <2532> may be <1096> (5638) a supply for <1519> your 
<5216> want <5303>: that <3704> there may be <1096> (5638) equality <2471>: 
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equality 2Co_08_14 But by an equality (2471 -isotes -) , [ that ] now (3568 -nun -) at (1722 -en -) this (3568 -nun -) time (2540 -kairos -) your (5216 -humon -) abundance (4051 -perisseuma -) [ may be a supply ] for their 
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equality 2Co_08_14 But by an {equality} (2471 -isotes -) , [ that ] now (3568 -nun -) at (1722 -en -) this (3568 -nun -) time (2540 -kairos -) your (5216 -humon -) abundance (4051 -perisseuma -) [ may be a supply ] for their 
want (5303 -husterema -) , that their abundance (4051 -perisseuma -) also (2532 -kai -) may be [ a supply ] for your (5216 -humon -) want (5303 -husterema -):that there may be equality (2471 -isotes -) : 
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equality Interlinear Index Study equality 2CO 008 014 But by an equality <2471 -isotes -> , [ that ] now <3568 -
nun -> at <1722 -en -> this <3568 -nun -> time <2540 -kairos -> your <5216 -humon -> abundance <4051 - 
perisseuma -> [ may be a supply ] for their want <5303 - husterema -> , that their abundance <4051 -perisseuma -
> also <2532 -kai -> may be [ a supply ] for your <5216 -humon -> want <5303 -husterema -> : that there may be 
{equality} <2471 -isotes -> : equality 2CO 008 014 But by an {equality} <2471 -isotes -> , [ that ] now <3568 -
nun -> at <1722 -en -> this <3568 -nun -> time <2540 -kairos -> your <5216 -humon -> abundance <4051 - 
perisseuma -> [ may be a supply ] for their want <5303 - husterema -> , that their abundance <4051 -perisseuma -
> also <2532 -kai -> may be [ a supply ] for your <5216 -humon -> want <5303 -husterema -> : that there may be 
equality <2471 -isotes - > : but by an equality <2CO8 -:14 > there may be equality <2CO8 -:14 > * equality , 2471
, * equality , 2471 isotes , equality -2471 equal, {equality}, equality ......... But by an equality 2471 -isotes-> 
equality ......... that there may be equality 2471 -isotes-> equality 008 014 IICo /${equality /that now at this time 
your abundance may be a supply for their want , that their abundance also may be a supply for your want : that 
there may be equality : equality 2 - equality <2CO8 -14> But by an equality, that] now at this time your 
abundance may be a supply] for their want, that their abundance also may be a supply] for your want: that there 
may be {equality}: equality <2CO8 -14> But by an {equality}, that] now at this time your abundance may be a 
supply] for their want, that their abundance also may be a supply] for your want: that there may be equality: 





* equality , 2471 isotes ,



equality -2471 equal, {equality},









equality ......... But by an equality 2471 -isotes-> equality ......... that there may be equality 2471 -isotes->
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equality Interlinear Index Study equality 2CO 008 014 But by an equality <2471 -isotes -> , [ that ] now <3568 -
nun -> at <1722 -en -> this <3568 -nun -> time <2540 -kairos -> your <5216 -humon -> abundance <4051 - 
perisseuma -> [ may be a supply ] for their want <5303 - husterema -> , that their abundance <4051 -perisseuma -
> also <2532 -kai -> may be [ a supply ] for your <5216 -humon -> want <5303 -husterema -> : that there may be 
{equality} <2471 -isotes -> : equality 2CO 008 014 But by an {equality} <2471 -isotes -> , [ that ] now <3568 -
nun -> at <1722 -en -> this <3568 -nun -> time <2540 -kairos -> your <5216 -humon -> abundance <4051 - 
perisseuma -> [ may be a supply ] for their want <5303 - husterema -> , that their abundance <4051 -perisseuma -
> also <2532 -kai -> may be [ a supply ] for your <5216 -humon -> want <5303 -husterema -> : that there may be 
equality <2471 -isotes - > :



but by an equality <2CO8 -:14 > there may be equality <2CO8 -:14 > 



equality 2Co_08_14 /${equality /that now at this time your abundance may be a supply for their want , that their 
abundance also may be a supply for your want : that there may be equality :



equality 2 -



* equality , 2471 , 



equality <2CO8 -14> But by an equality, that] now at this time your abundance may be a supply] for their want, 
that their abundance also may be a supply] for your want: that there may be {equality}: equality <2CO8 -14> But 
by an {equality}, that] now at this time your abundance may be a supply] for their want, that their abundance also 
may be a supply] for your want: that there may be equality:
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